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Abstract 

The present paper reports on an experimental study carried out 
under the applicative field of organic video processing and related 
to the possibility of identifying soccer celebrities in video content. 
In contrast to common state-of-the-art studies, special attention is 
paid to the cases in which the face is not completely included in the 
frame (lateral views, partial occlusions, etc.) and/or in which 
arbitrarily lighting conditions occur. To this aim, after a state-of-the-
art study, we consider two conventional types of face detection 
algorithms (Haar Cascade Classifier, and MMOD – Max-Margin 
object detection) coupled to two conventional face recognition 
models (LSBH – Local binary pattern histogram, and CNN-based 
Pruned ResNet). The experimental work consists of evaluating the 
performances of the four possible combinations among the above-
mentioned two face detection and two face recognition methods. An 
organic video database of about 1 hour is organized for this study. 
In addition, a public image database with 31 celebrity’s frontal face 
images is also considered. As an overall conclusion, we brought to 
light that the MMOD coupled to a Pruned ResNet model seems to 
better suit the organic video processing use-case constraints, being 
able to reach an accuracy of 85%. The study also brings to light and 
discusses the differences in the quantitative results obtained for the 
two types of databases content (organic video content vs. celebrity’s 
face images.  

Keywords- Face detection, face recognition, organic video, Haar 
Cascade Classifier, Max-Margin object detection (MMOD), Local 
binary pattern histogram (LSBH), Pruned ResNet  

1. Introduction 
Face detection is the process of determining the areas in an 

image where a human face is presented, while face recognition is 
the process of determining a person identity through his/her facial 
features [1,2]. As humans can spontaneously and seamlessly achieve 
this task, more and more computer-vision applications try to mimic 
it: smartphone unlocking, contactless biometric authentication for 
payments, or fake news detection, to mention but a few. The present 
paper belongs to the applicative field of organic video that is an 
emerging trend in Martech (marketing & technologies). It covers the 
production, distribution and tracking of unpaid and uncontrolled 
advertising video content. In contrast to generic face recognition 
applications, the organic video comes across with completely 
unconstrained content recording and distribution conditions, such as 
face position relative to the camera, face occlusions (other people 
nearby, sunglasses), ambient lighting (illumination), video encoding 
(frame rate, format, codec), … 

The paper is structured as follows. After studying the state-of-
the-art solutions in Section 2, two face detection and two face 
recognition methods are selected and considered for the quantitative 

results in Section 3. Section 3 is structured according to the 
processed database, to the design of the testbed and to the 
quantitative results. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 

2. State of the art 
2.1. Face detection methods 

The scientific research field of face detection covers a large 
variety of approaches, from multi-resolution representations to 
neural networks, passing through information theory or hidden 
Markov models, to mention but a few. While an exhaustive state-of-
the-art study is neither possible nor intended, this section will 
present the main trends in the field. It is structured according to the 
taxonomy presented in [3]: knowledge-based methods, feature-
invariant methods, template matching, and appearance-based 
methods. Each of these four classes has the same final applicative 
purpose, yet their conceptual basis can be structured into an 
incremental/complementary logic.  

First, knowledge-based methods [3, 4] are based on the 
encoding of the human psycho-cognitive mechanisms as a set of 
rules expressing the facial features as well as the relationship among 
and between them. For instance, in [3], the facial features are coded 
based on human knowledge about the characteristic intensity 
distribution over facial/non-facial regions. In [4], such relationship 
is expressed by the skin tone pixels using the chrominance (Cr and 
Cb) values. Other methods of this type are also reported in [5], [6] 
and [7]. As it can be noticed, the inner limitation of such approaches 
is related to the trade-off between the specificity and the generality 
of these rules (that are directly reflected in the trade-off between 
false positives and false negatives). From the experimental point of 
view, such methods are very sensitive to illumination conditions and 
are expected to be adapted and/or extended to deal with different 
skin colors. 

Secondly, feature-invariant methods [8, 9] are conceptually a 
binary classifier (facial vs. no facial areas in an image). The facial 
area is detected through morphological elements such as eyes, nose, 
chin, cheekbones, ears, or forehead. For instance, in [8], the model 
is first trained as a classifier; thus, it can learn photos of the face and 
its side angle with pose-invariant representations, effectively 
recovering photorealistic frontal faces. The Multi-PIE Benchmark, 
CFP Benchmark, and LFW Benchmark datasets are used in the 
experiments. The datasets contain different viewpoints and lighting 
conditions of the face image. Experimental results showed that 
99.85% facial recognition accuracy was obtained from the Multi-
PIE Benchmark dataset. In [9], a combination of principal 
component analysis and discrete cosine transform is considered. The 
experiments are carried out on the Cambridge ORL face database, 
that consists of 400 images (92x112 pixels, 256 grey levels) 
representing 40 identities under a high degree of variability in 
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expression and pose. The experimental results show that the 
recognition rate can reach 97.5%. The Haar Cascade Classifier faces 
detection technique is more compatible with real-time applications 
and allows face detection accuracy of 75.33% to be obtained [10]. 
Other methods of this type are also reported in [11]. From the 
methodological point of view, such approaches have as main 
limitations their variability with the facial expressions.  

Thirdly, template matching methods use predefined or 
parameterized face templates to find or detect faces based on the 
correlation between predefined or deformable templates and input 
images. For instance, the study in [12] detects faces in images by 
calculating the cross-correlation between the specified contrast 
region (ROI) face in the frame and the model face image. The 
experiments are carried out on data base created by the authors to 
this purpose and consider 320 x 240 pixels. The study in [13] 
considers the skin area selection in the YCbCr color space and 
matching with a reference face template. The method includes the 
analysis of the DCT energy of the image, complemented by the 
detection of blinks and pupil movements. The dataset consists of 15 
frames (768x1024 pixels). The disadvantage of template matching 
methods relates to the low detection rate under challenging 
conditions such as different poses, scales, brightness, and darkness. 
The advantage is that its application is relatively easy compared to 
other methods. While such methods are intuitive and low complex 
(assuming the template is defined), the state-of-the-art experimental 
results point out to their sensitivity to variations in pose, scale, and 
shape. 

Finally, appearance-based methods can be considered as an 
incremental step over template-matching methods: they allow the 
face models (or templates) to be learned from a set of training 
images that must capture the representative variability of facial 
appearance, as illustrated in [14], [15], [16]. In [14], an angle based 
approached is applied on facial features: a face model in the form of 
a triangular pattern is first created to reflect rules such as the 
positions and distances of the mouth, eyes, and checks. The dataset 
consists of 1068 images (250x350 pixels) belonging to 162 persons. 
A face detection rate of 82.21% was obtained. In [15], face detection 
is performed using cascading classifiers and Haar-like features on 
the face image. Pre-processing operations such as dimensional 
normalization, histogram equalization, and color space 
transformation are applied to the detected face images. Fisher's 
Linear Discriminant Analysis, Local Binary Pattern Histograms 
(LBPH), and Principal Component Analysis methods are used to 
extract the unique facial features of each face. The experimental 
results show that the highest performance values (99.39% detection 
rate) are obtained with the LBPH technique and for 96x96 image. 
Other methods of this type are also reported in [16], [17], [18]. The 
advantages of the appearance-based methods are given by their high 
accuracy as well as by their reduced computation complexity; yet 
their performances are significantly decreased when processing 
high-dimensional facial images or on side-viewed facial images. 
The CNN-based Maximum-Margin Object Detector Model faces 
detection technique [19] ensures the highest face detection rate and 
can detect even non-frontal part (half part) of the human face. 

 This concise state-of-the-art analysis leads us to select for our 
study the Haar Cascade Classifier [20] technique from the Feature-
invariant method category and the CNN-based Maximum-Margin 
Object Detector [21] model technique in the Appearance-based 
Method category. These two methods will be considered in 

conjunction with face recognition methods that will be selected 
according to the study in Section 2.2. 

2.2. Face recognition methods 
Spanned over more than the 30 years, face recognition is also 

a heterogeneous research field that will be illustrated through 5 
families of methods: Eigenfaces (1991), Local Binary Patterns 
Histograms (1996), SIFT – Scale Invariant Feature Transform 
(1999), SURF – Speed Up Robust Features (2006), and 
Convolutional Neural Network (2015).  

Eigenfaces refer to an appearance-based approach that encodes 
the face variation in a series of face images and that uses this 
information to compare images of individual faces in a holistic 
manner. Specifically, the eigenfaces are the principal components of 
the distribution of faces, or equivalently, the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix of the set of face images [22], [23], [24].  

In [25], the implementation of eigenfaces is achieved through 
the nearest neighbor (NN) approach to classify the test vectors using 
the Euclidean distance. Yet, the eigenfaces methods are based on 
several face descriptors, as for example the PCA – Principal 
Component Analysis, MPCA – Multilinear PCA or ICA – 
Independent Component Analysis. 

PCA is manly used to model linear variation of high-
dimensional data. Its goal is to find a set of mutually orthogonal 
basis functions that capture the directions of maximum variance in 
the data and for which the coefficients are pairwise decorrelated 
[26]. PCA is an unsupervised technique, so the method does not rely 
on class information. MPCA is an extension of PCA to tensors or 
multilinear arrays [27], since a face image is most naturally a 
multilinear array, meaning that there are two dimensions describing 
the location of each pixel in a face image. In [25], ICA is presented 
as a generalization of PCA that identifies high-order statistical 
relationships between pixels to form a better set of basis vectors.  

The Local Binary Patterns Histograms (LBPH) do not 
holistically consider an image but tries to find the local structure of 
images by comparing each pixel with its neighboring pixels [28]. 
The comparison process starts by moving a window across the 
image and at each move (each local part of the picture), the pixel's 
intensity value is located at the center compared with its surrounding 
pixels; if the neighbor's value is less than or equal to the center's 
value, the neighbor value will be set 1, otherwise to 0. After reading 
these 0/1 values under the 3×3 window in clockwise order, a local 
binary pattern like 11100011 is generated. When finishing doing this 
conversion on the whole image, a list of local binary patterns will be 
generated. After that, converting each binary pattern into a decimal 
number using binary to decimal conversion and then a histogram of 
all those decimal values will be generated at the end. In [29] this 
method was applied to Yale B dataset contain 633 frontal face 
images. It showed robustness against monotonic grayscale 
conversions, with average recognition results of 99.74%. Finally, 
remember that LBPH has computational complexity compatible 
with real-time applications. 

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is an algorithm 
designed to detect and describe scale, translation, and rotation-
invariant local features in images [30]. The original SIFT algorithm 
has been successfully applied in a large variety of applications, from 
general object detection and recognition tasks to panorama stitching. 
One of its more recent usages also includes face recognition, where 
it was shown to deliver encouraging results. SIFT-based face 
recognition techniques found in the literature rely heavily on the so-
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called keypoint detector, which locates interest points in the given 
image that are ultimately used to compute the SIFT descriptors. 

The Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) is a fast and robust 
algorithm for local, similarity invariant representation and 
comparison of images. The main interest of the SURF approach lies 
in its fast computation of operators using box filters, thus enabling 
real-time applications such as tracking and object recognition [31]. 

The use of neural networks for face recognition has been 
intensively studied, as illustrated in [32-37]: unsupervised, semi-
supervised or supervised techniques coexistent. In [32] a model 
using neural networks and Gabor feature extraction is implemented. 
The Database of Faces (The ORL Database of Faces) was used in 
the study and an accuracy rate of 93.33% was obtained. In [33], GA 
(Genetic Algorithms) and ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) are 
jointly applied to achieve the fusion and selection of the features 
required to identify the important areas in the facial region of each 
person in the frame and to recognize who the face belongs to. In the 
study, FERET benchmark dataset and its extended version are 
processed (both datasets represent 50 distinct persons): 94% 
accuracy has been obtained. In [34], the Eigenfaces technique was 
used to extract the relevant information to recognize the important 
features of the human face. Then, using this information, neural 
network-based face recognition was applied. In the study, 80 face 
images of 8 people were used and a face recognition rate of 95.4% 
was obtained. In [35], a face recognition method is introduced by 
combining the Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) 
technique and Principal component analysis (PCA), in which non-
linear face images can be easily recognized. While Principal 
component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the dimensionality of 
the face image, face recognition is done with the Backpropagation 
Neural Network (BPNN) technique. In the study, 200 face images 
taken from the Yale dataset were applied and a face recognition 
accuracy of 87.1% was achieved. Moreover, note that such methods 
can also be considered in conjunction with earlier approaches: for 
instance, in [36] a system that uses a combination of eigenfaces and 
neural network was proposed while [37] stand for a study on 
coupling PCA and neural network.  

This concise state-of-the-art analysis led us to select for our 
study the LBPH [38] and a CNN [39], [40] method based on a state-
of-the-art face recognizer. 

3. Experiments 
3.1. Experimental database 

 The experimental results are obtained out of processing two 
databases.  
 The first database (the organic video database) is composed of 
20 video sequences of about 3 minutes each and is organized by the 
authors for this study. The content is selected from publicly 
available content on the Internet and corresponds to the soccer 
players and coaches, as well as to the first author of the paper, as 
illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The video content is encoded at 
30 frames/sec and features heterogeneous resolutions, ranging from 
360x640 pixels to 1080x1920 pixels. The visual content is 
heterogeneous, combing excerpts from football games, TV shows, 
private life events, etc. The capturing conditions are completely 
unconstrained and are made by both professional and unprofessional 
cameras. 
 The second dataset (celebrities face dataset) consists of a total 
of 2562 frames with 31 different celebrities. The content is selected 

from the publicly available Face Data of 31 different classes on 
Kaggle [41]. Images resolutions, ranging from 360x640 pixels to 
1340x2010 pixels. In our study, we applied 4 Celebrities which are 
Jessica Alba, Billie Eilish, Claire Holt, Tom Cruise. 

3.2. Experimental setup 
 The experimental study considers the two conventional types 
of face detection algorithms (Haar Cascade Classifier, and MMOD) 
as well as the two conventional face recognition models (LSBH, and 
CNN-based Pruned ResNet) selected through the state-of-the-art 
study. 
 The ML Object Detection Algorithm proposed by Viola and 
Jones, the Haar Cascade Classifier [10], is considered according to 
its open-source software implementation [11]. 
 The MMOD Convolutional Neural Networks Model [19] is 
specifically designed for non-frontal face views captured at variable 
angles; we considered the open-source implementation available in 
[17].  
 LBPH-based face recognition [38] is an ML-based face 
recognition algorithm considered according to its open-source 
version available at [42].  
 To achieve DL-based face recognition, we considered a pruned 
version of ResNet-34 [40], as implemented at [39]. It is provided by 
the OpenCV library. 
 

 
Figure 1. Facial samples images for ML-Based Face recognition 
dataset (multiple views from the same person are required) 
 

 
Figure 2. Facial samples images for DL-Based Face recognition 
dataset 
 

3.3. Performance analysis 
 To assess the overall performances of the investigate methods, 
the basic classifier properties are assessed. Both face detection and 
face recognition can be modelled as binary classifiers: hence, their 
overall properties can be derived from the confusion matrix that 
provides the four types of possible results, namely the true positives 
(TP), the false positives (FP), the false negatives (FN) and the true 
negatives (TN). 
 TP, FP, FN and TN subsequently allow for the usual classifier 
properties to be computed, as follows: 

• Precision (Prec) evaluates the ratio of correct detected 
images among all positive images: 
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  𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = !"
!"#$"

; 

• Recall (Recall), also referred to as sensitivity, is calculated 
as the number of correct detected images divided by the 
total number of positive classified images:  

  𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = !"
!"#$%

; 

• Accuracy reflects the correctness of the classifier by the 
ratio of the total correct answers to the total answers: 

  𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = !"#!%
!"#!%#$"#$%

; 

• Error is complementary to Accuracy and can be computed 
according to the following formula: 

  𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = $"#$%
!"#!%#$"#$%

. 
 Note that usually Prec and Recall are presented by their 
values (between 0 and 1) while Accuracy and Error as 
percentages.  

3.4. Experimental results 
 The experimental results correspond to the successive 
detection of 12 soccer players and coaches, as well as to the first 
author of the paper, by using the four possible combinations among 
the two face detection methods and the two face recognition 
methods. 
 The subjective quality evaluation is carried out in collaboration 
with use-case owners from the Vidmizer (https://vidmizer.com). 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the performances through both simple, 
frontal frames (Figure 3) and more complex content, combining 
several faces positioned with arbitrary angles with respect to the 
camera as well as partial occlusions (Figure 4). Figure 3 shows that 
for basic tasks (no occlusions, frontal face positions), the four types 
of methods behave in a quite similar way. Yet, for complex, 
heterogeneous content, Figure 4 points to different behavior and 
suggests that MMOD coupled to a Pruned ResNet model would 
practically outperform the other three combinations. 
 The objective quality evaluation is carried out in terms of the 
four entities defined in Section 3.3, namely Prec, Recall, Accuracy 
and Error, and the corresponding results are reported in Figures 5 
and 6, for the two databases described in Section 3.1 (organic video, 
and face detection, respectively). Note that Figures 5 and 6 provide 
information about the individual face detection and face recognition 
operations. The end-to-end results are presented in Table 1 for the 
four investigated configurations and for the two databases. 
 When using ML based detection techniques on organic video 
(see Figure 5), the results are quite deceiving: the Accuracy and 
Error values are of 45% and 55%, respectively. The use of DL 
techniques ameliorates these values to 75% and 25%, respectively. 
When comparing these two sets of results with the ones reported in 
Figure 6 (i.e. for the second dataset, corresponding to frontal views 
of celebrities), it can be stated that the low performances are rather 
related to the type of content than to the methods themselves.  
 When considering the face recognition operation, the results 
depend on both the type of recognizer and of detector. For organic 
video (see Figure 5), the ML recognizer works properly for faces 
detected through ML Detector, as shown by Accuracy and Error 
values of 95% and 5%, respectively. Yet, the same recognizer leads 
to poor results (Accuracy = 63%, Error = 37%) when applied to DL-
detected face areas. The DL face recognizer considered in our study 
led to the same good performances for both ML and DL detected 
face areas: Accuracy = 99%, Error = 1%. The face recognition 

results obtained out of processing the second database are presented 
in Figure 6: note that as this database is quite small, a direct 
comparison among the values presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 
might be unfair.  
 Table 1 shows the end-to-end performances for the four 
working configurations and for the two databases. The results show 
that the organic video content comes across with particular 
constraints: the best configuration (the MMOD coupled to the 
Pruned ResNet model) affords an Accuracy = 85%, that is 5% lower 
than in the case of celebrities database. Note that while the Precision 
values are quite always equal to their ideal limit, the Recall is quite 
low: Recall = 0.8 for the same DL-DL and organic video database. 
 

 
Original 

 
ML detection, ML recognition 

 
DL detection, ML recognition 

 

 
ML detection, DL recognition 

 
DL detection, DL recognition 

Figure 3. Illustration of the experimental results for frontal face 
images. 

 

 
Original 

 
ML detection, ML recognition 

 
DL detection, ML recognition 

 

 
ML detection, DL recognition 

 
DL detection, DL recognition 

Figure 4. Illustration of the experimental results for non-frontal 
face images. 
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Figure 5. Results first database (organic video database) 
 

 
Figure 6. Results of the second database (Face Recognition Dataset)  
 
Table 1. End-to-end performances for the four types of methods and 
for the two datsets.  

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

 The present paper reports on an experimental study on the 
usage of state-of-the-art face detection and recognition algorithm for 
the applicative framework of organic video, a particular video 
processing field characterized by completely unconstrained content 
recording and distribution conditions. Subjective, applicative-
oriented evaluations (as illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4), as well 
as objective evaluations (as presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6, and 
in Table 1) bring to light that MMOD coupled to a Pruned ResNet 
model would practically outperform the other three combinations 
for organic video, resulting in an Accuracy = 0.85. This result is 
connected to the lack of sensitivity in the overall process: Recall = 
0.8 while Precision = 0.99. Within this study, an organic video 
database has been collected and current efforts are devoted to 
making it publicly available. Future work will be devoted to 
extending the face detection and recognition task to more complex, 

multi-semantic / multi-contextual information detection (e.g. 
recognize a soccer player wearing its club shirt).  
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